By Ron and Lara Gillespie

Don’t the fossils show
‘Missing Links’ (creatures
in-between men and apes)
that prove we came from
apes or monkey-like
creatures?
Lots of fossils have been
discovered and some are still
being argued about— but no
actual ‘Missing Links’ have
been found. Scientists have
eventually realized that most
of the fossils found were
apes or ape-like creatures
or types of humans—but not
‘in-between’ forms. Sadly
though, it often takes many
years (or decades even!)
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for this truth to come out.
So textbooks still have false
pictures to convince people to
believe in ‘Missing Links’.
Newspaper headlines can
be even trickier—making us
believe that scientists have
found a ‘Missing Link’. But
when that is not found to be
the truth, they don’t print a
headline saying they got it
wrong! For example there
are still a lot of people who
believe that the ‘Lucy’ fossil
is a missing link between
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people and apes. The
newspapers wrote this in big
headlines when this fossil
was found many years ago
(see Fig. 1).
There are still museums
around that have models
of ‘Lucy’ standing upright
looking half-human. This has
now found to be not true.
Rather she is thought to be
an extinct type of ape that
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was not able to walk upright
like people at all (see Fig 2)!
Ramapithecus (we’ll
call him ‘Rama’ for short)
is another good example.
‘Rama’ was supposed to
be the first ape that walked
upright on two legs—on his
way to becoming human. But
the first fossils found of Rama
were just pieces of jaw and
teeth—how could they tell
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from that how it walked?!
Scientists thought the
pieces were halfway between
the curve of a human jaw
and an orangutan jaw. Then
they found the whole jaw
and realized it was just a
type of ape after all—but
not before they’d tried to
convince people they’d found
a ‘missing link’!
Sometimes we can’t even
be sure that the pieces of
fossils all belong together.
Pieces are sometimes found
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kilometres apart, then a
guess is made that they all
belong together if it fits the
story that people want to
believe. There have also been
cases of scientists using the
‘dates’ of rocks further away
from where the fossils were
found rather than nearby
rocks. This is because the
fossils gave an ‘age’ that
suited them better.
The one thing we can be
sure of is that God’s word,
the Bible, says that God
created us, not that we came
from apes. And we don’t
need to feel like a monkey
for believing this… the facts
of science fit with the story
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of the Bible; there is no
evidence that says we came
from missing links or apemen.
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The Latest ‘Missing
Link’???
“Missing link between man
and apes found,” declared an
April 3 story in the London
Telegraph newspaper.
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But even the man who found
the fossil, Lee Berger, said it
was not a missing link. It is
an australopithecine like
‘Lucy’. Australopithecines
were a distinct type of
creature. In fact, there is a
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smaller difference between
(modern) apes and humans
than between either of them
and australopithecines.
But all the people who read
those newspaper headlines
have been tricked once again.
They think that there is proof
that humans evolved from
apes.
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So where are all the
‘ape-men’????
NO IN-BETWEENS
EXIST!!
ALL have turned out to be
from either an extinct apelike creature or a variety of
human—none of them are an
‘in-between’ form.
Man was directly created
by God and in the likeness
of God, NOT in the likeness
of an ape and there is NO
evidence that says otherwise.
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“Haven’t you read,” he [Jesus]
replied, “that at the beginning
the Creator ‘made them male
and female,’
Matthew 19:4
So God created man in his
own image, in the image of
God he created him; male
and female he created them.
Genesis 1:27
For you created my inmost
being; you knit me together in
my mothers womb.
Psalm 139:13
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